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Editor C. Mangus 

 

 
CHAPTER DIRECTOR 

 

Good News! GWRRA is coming back to life. The worst 

of the Covid seems to be over now and we are 

progressing well. Thanks to so many of you who are stepping up to make this chapter 

a fun and interesting place to be. 

Our District Rally will be held again this year at the Hilton Hotel Altamonte Springs on 

March 17,18,& 19. The theme this year will be The Wizard of Oz. Several of us are 

planning on going and hope you will consider going as well. You can go up for the 

entire weekend or just for the day. Have a look at the flyer. The rally will be a lot of 

fun. I certainly hope to see you there. 

Bob and Carol McConkie have been selected as our Couple of the Year. Bob and 

Carol have contributed a huge amount to make the chapter fun for you. It is a well-

deserved honor. Be sure to thank them and congratulate them. Their contribution has 

been HUGE! 

Speaking of huge contribution, Bob McConkie has also stepped up as Assistant 

Chapter Director effective immediately. Thank you, Bob! 

We do need a Sunshine person or couple to help us celebrate birthdays 

anniversaries and everyone highs and lows in the chapter. We need to help, support 

and celebrate with our fellow chapter members. Sunshine is a great and fun job. We 

really need someone who would be interested in stepping up to do this important job. 

Again, many hands make light work. This is not a huge time consuming job but does 

add a lot of fun. The information about birthdays and anniversaries etc. will be 

provided to you as well as a way to send cards etc. Please contact me if you would 

be willing to assume this position. 
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Thank you to Sandy Williams for stepping up as Assistant Ride Coordinator. She is 

and will continue to be a huge help to Bob McConkie. These are the folks that make 

this chapter fun and interesting. Thank you, Sandy! 

Dominick and Diane Desiato ran a TRC or us on Feb24. Thanks to them for doing 

that! Several FL2-F chapter members participated and that makes us all safer and 

better riders. The free training courses we receive in Florida District are unbeatable 

(and did I mention FREE!!)  TRC, ARC, MFA and many other courses is invaluable. If 

you get an opportunity to participate in any of them, be sure to sign up and take the 

course. 

Please also make sure to keep your membership current. Don’t let your membership 

expire. Members enjoy a huge slate of benefits as well as free training.  As a 

reminder: If you are riding with the chapter on a regular basis and participating in 

chapter events you need to be a GWRRA member. Although there are no dues, the 

chapter also needs your support. 

Thanks to everyone for participating in our chapter and keeping it fun. 

Ride Safe and Enjoy … Glen Disbrow  
 
 
 

February 2022 Ride Photos 
 

Myakka Tavern 
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Lakehouse Kitchen 
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Solomons Castle 
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Chapter Gathering 

 

 
 
 
 

“Sold!! To the man 

in the blue shirt!” 
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Crazy Fish Bar 
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Stottlemeyers Smokehouse 
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Micellis 

 
Cudos to Robert Calnen, Carol McConkie and Jeff Holtegel for sending 

in pics!! 
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Couple of the Year 

 
 

BOB AND CAROL MCCONKIE 
Chapter Fl2-F 

 
 
 

Individual of the Year 
 

DAVE ECKERT 
Chapter Fl2-F 
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TREASURER 
Don Irgens 
Nothing to report for March. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

CHAPTER SKILLS ENHANCEMENT ADVISORY 
Brad & Liz Finn 

Hi FL2-F members, this is Brad Finn (with Co-Rider Liz) your newly 
appointed Chapter Skills Enhancement Advisory. Our Covid isolation 
has stalled the maintenance and advancement of members involved 

with the Levels program, a priority issue I am working to address. I encourage all members to 
be Levels active, if you are currently involved I will be contacting you in February regarding your 
status and needs. Once members' needs are identified we'll work to offer the training necessary to 
get back on track. 

Levels is recognition of your riding capabilities and related skills with the opportunity to hone and 
advance both, it's about safety. While I investigate the databases please 
visit http://gwrra.org/regional/ridered/levelsprogram.html to refresh your memory about the 
requirements of each Level. Ride safe and ENJOY!   

Brad 
 
 
 

 MEMBERSHIP ENHANCEMENT 
Dick Shaner 
 
      With all that we are hearing and seeing today I thought that our members 

would like to hear some good news today.  That is, how to save money on your 

towing and rescue services.  

     Being a GWRRA member qualifies you for towing services thru Road Riders Rescue. There are 

three levels of coverage available. The first level, “Motorcycle Plus” at $20.00  a year,  which covers 

your motorcycle with up to five tows of up to 100 miles. The second level, Rescue Plus”,  at $35.00 

a year, which covers your motorcycles, cars, trucks and motorcycle trailers with up to five tows of  

up to 100 miles  Finally there is, “Rescue Premium”, at $80.00 a year, which covers motorcycles, 

cars, trucks, motorcycle trailers and RVs with 5 tows a year of up to 100 miles.  

     So the good news is actually a way to save money on towing services so you can spend more 

money on your motorcycle. That is my story and I am sticking to it! 

http://gwrra.org/regional/ridered/levelsprogram.html
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 RIDE COORDINATOR 
Bob McConkie 

Rules for Group Motorcycle Riding 
 

The following are recommendations from the MSF, Rider Magazine and 

Motorcycle Cruiser as modified by some of the habits we have become accustomed to.   

The camaraderie of group riding is one draw of having a motorcycle. However, it's important to 

understand the etiquette and rules of group riding so you can do your part to help keep everyone 

in the group safe. Here's what to consider before heading out on a group ride: 

1. BE PREPARED BEFORE GOING TO THE RIDE  
Riders should fuel up their motorcycle with a full tank of gas. If you are riding a motorcycle with a 
smaller fuel tank top off your tank at every opportunity to avoid having the entire group make a 
special stop. We suggest all riders carry a first aid kit, toolkit, cell phone as well as any other 
necessities you may need as a group ride participant. 

2. KNOW HAND SIGNALS 
Though communication is undertaken by means of CB radio, knowing hand signals is needed for 
communication to those ride participants who do not have a CB radio, as these signals cue the 
rest of the group to things ahead, says the MSF. 

3. HOLD A PRE-RIDE  
MSF says it's a good idea to get together with all the riders beforehand to talk about things like 
your ride strategy, stops and ride length. You can also use this time to discuss the hand signals 
your group should know. The MSF also recommends that riders learn each other's skill sets, so 
those with less experience can be monitored during the ride. If you have a health issue such as 
an allergy to bee stings or are a diabetic, for example, make sure someone knows of your 
condition and how to assist you in an emergency. 

4. SELECT A GROUP LEAD AND DRAG (SWEEP, TAILGUNNER) 
Consider having the most experienced riders be the lead and the drag. The lead is positioned at 
the head of the group, and the drag rides at the back of the group. 

5. KEEP YOUR GROUP'S SIZE MANAGEABLE 
Rider Magazine says your group size should be no more than seven riders. If it exceeds that, 
consider creating subgroups. These groups should also have their own lead and drag, says MSF. 

6. STAGGER YOUR RIDING FORMATION 
While you want to keep your motorcycle group relatively tight, you should also maintain some 
space to give riders time to swerve or brake, if needed. Riders should stay at least one second 
apart in distance from the motorcycle staggered immediately in front of you or 2 seconds behind 
the motorcycle directly in front of you.. 
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7. KNOW WHAT TO DO IF SOMEONE LEAVES THE GROUP  
If someone plans to leave during the ride, be sure to have a plan in place to reassemble the 
staggered formation, says MSF. While doing this, riders move up to the next available position — 
and not pass each other. This can help minimize risks. If the group leader leaves the group, the 
next motorcycle in line becomes group leader by default. Likewise if the drag leaves to group the 
remaining last person becomes the drag by default and should advice the group leader that they 
have assumed the drag position.  

These rules may not be an all-inclusive group riding rules and may need modification as new 
circumstances arise. 

Bob McConkie 
Ride Coordinator 
 
 

 

CHAPTER EDUCATORS 
 Pete Siford & Lori Gavin 

GWRRA Levels Program (http://gwrra.org/regional/ridered/levelspro) 
is not only recognition of your knowledge and skills but an ongoing 
effort to hone and advance those safe riding habits.  Moving forward 
out of our Covid stagnation we've had a great start from members 

updating their Levels commitments.  In the last three months here is what FL2-F members have 
achieved:  3 completed an Advance Rider Course (ARC) on 12/18/21; 10 participated in a Motorcycle 
First Aid (MFA) course on 1/20/22; 12 members took the Co-Riders Course on 2/17/22; and 3 took 
the Trike Riders Course (TRC) on 2/25/22.  This is a great start towards the Levels program 
requirements and self-investment for riding safely.  Watch for upcoming trainings through posts by 
myself, Glen, in our Newsletter (thanks Chuck) and in the Group Works info put out at a State level.   

At the upcoming FL Rally in Altamont FL where Pete, Lori and Brad M will be offering both the MFA 
and Co-Riders training again.  If you want some structured practice it is offered monthly by Denis 
Turcotta.  Denis wrote, “I set up a practice course that is adequate and challenging for either 2 or 3 
wheel motorcycles. The course has right and left hand sharp curves, right and left hand complete 
circles and a cone weave and u turn. We usually run the course 10 times per rider and each one is 
timed. The time difference from the starting exercise to the final one is usually pretty significant for 
each individual. Everyone’s times improve as the day goes on. I am one of the very few GWRRA 
certified Parking Lot Practice Facilitators left who still does PLPs. I do them as a courtesy for our 
members and your chapter is always welcome to participate.  I will be having PLPs the second 
Thursday of March and April beginning at 8:30 am. I am not sure about May yet as I will probably 
leave for my Colorado adventure early that month.  I do require that everyone riding the course wear 
all the gear and fill out and sign a Release of Liability form and designate a contact person so I would 
like to have riders show up at least 15 minutes early.”  Please RSVP Denis at 305-731-0507. The 
PLP course is next to the Dollar General Store, 3995 Fowlers Ave, Ft Myers.   

Ride Safe, Have Fun.  Brad Finn 

 
 

http://gwrra.org/regional/ridered/levelspro
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MARCH RIDES:              WED            SAT 

2nd – 0930am: The Boat House Tiki Bar & Grill, Ft 
Myers 

5th – 0930am: Smokin’ Joes, Bowling Green 

9th – 0930am: Dock 633, Lk Placid 
12th – 1000am: Log Cabin, LaBelle (after the 
Chapter Gathering at Golden Corral) 

16th – 0930am: Catfish Country, Bartow 19th – 0930am: Sunset Grill, Sebring 

23rd – 0930am: Der Dutchman, Sarasota 26th – 0930am: Tanners Lakeside, Winter Haven 

30th – 0930am: Reef & Beef, Arcadia  
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Florida District Educators           
March, 2022 

Florida District Rally! 

Levels Classes  

Hello all, 

     2022 is well underway.  The Florida District Rally is getting closer and closer.  We have already 

conducted 1 ARC (Advanced 2-Wheel Riding Course) and 3 TRCs (Trike Riding Courses) in 2022.  

There is also a Team Riding/Road Captain’s Course scheduled for February 22nd in Ocala and a 

TRC scheduled for February 24th in Ft. Myers.  These classes were at the request of the local 

Chapters in those areas and are both full.  Remember all you have to do is ask for a Riding Class 

and we will make the arrangements to put on the needed class for you.  “Have bike will travel”.   It is 

the proceeds from you selling Raffle Tickets that allows us to conduct the Riding Classes you need  

to  maintain your Current Levels Status as well as to help you keep up your riding skills for the safe 

operation of your motorcycle. 

     All monies for the sale of the Raffle Tickets need to be turned in to us as soon as possible and 

by the very least prior to the Drawing at the District Rally! 

Subconscious Involuntary Reflexes:  Good or Bad? 

     What is a Subconscious Involuntary Reflex?  I.e.:  If I didn’t know that my wife just had the stove 

on, and I rest my hand on the hot stove surface, my hand quickly pulls back off the hot surface 

without me even thinking about it.  Then my brain tells me that the stove surface was hot.  That is a 

good Subconscious Involuntary Reflex.   If you are driving in your car and a child runs out in front of 

you, your hands quickly clinch the steering wheel without you thinking about it. Now you are ready 

to steer the car to avoid hitting the child.  That would also be a good Subconscious Involuntary 

Reflex. 

     How do Subconscious Involuntary Reflexes affect us when riding a motorcycle?   If you are 

riding your motorcycle and you are startled, your hands will naturally clinch the hand grips just like it 

does to the steering wheel when you are driving the car.  On a motorcycle we need our hands to do 

more than just squeeze the handgrips when an emergency situation arises.  You might also 

instinctively go for the brakes without thinking, when braking is the wrong solution for that particular 

situation.  Hitting the brakes at the wrong time can actually cause a crash.  Just as quickly as you 

applied the brakes you might have to release them and re-evaluate the situation as to whether or 

not you actually need them.  Swerving without any brake use may have been the proper response. 

     When you are riding a motorcycle your eyes are subconsciously continuously telling your brain 

to tell your hands and feet what to do.  This is good as long as you are consciously looking and 

thinking properly as you ride.  “We go where we are looking”.  This is especially evident when we 

are negotiating a curve.  A curve is the place where motorcyclists crash all by themselves without 

any help from a second vehicle.  A major contributing factor of crashing in a curve is because riders 

limit how far they are looking ahead and what they are looking at.  If you are not looking far enough 

ahead, subconsciously your eyes are telling your brain there is no place to go and your brain will be 
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relating this to your hands and feet.  So in essence your conscious brain, which knows you want to 

successfully get around the curve, is being fought by your subconscious brain that is trying to slow 

you down.  If you feel like you are out of position for the curve and begin staring at the guard rail or 

double yellow lines your subconscious brain will draw you towards them no matter how much your 

conscious brain wants to make it successfully around the curve. Sometimes getting out of this 

situation is as simple as just looking further ahead in the curve and the rest of your body will do 

what it needs to do to make the motorcycle get around the curve.  

     A Subconscious Involuntary Reflex can also work against you when you are making a slow tight 

turn such as a u-turn.  If during a slow tight turn you look down at the ground you will unintentionally 

lean the motorcycle further than necessary and put your foot down.  During a slow tight turn you 

need to look ahead to where you want the motorcycle to finish the turn.  During a u-turn you need to 

be looking ahead to the middle of the lane you want to get to.  Your Subconscious Involuntary 

Reflexes will then take over and help you make the turn. 

     Most of you understand the mechanics of how a motorcycle reacts and handles.  Knowing how 

your body reacts is also helpful to the safe and successful operation of your bike. 

 Ride Safe!!  

Dominick& Diane  
 
 

CELEBRATE! 
BIRTHDAYS ANNIVERSARIES 

Dick Shaner 3/9 Sammy & Barbara 
Gonterman 

3/7 

Judy Edwards 3/14   

Scott MacDonald 3/31   

    

    

 
 
 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
 
Chapter Gathering: 2nd Saturday of the month GOLDEN CORRAL 1451 Tamiami Trail Punta 
Gorda. Breakfast 8:00 a.m. Meeting 9-10:30 a.m. 
 
Chapter Rides: Every Wednesday and Saturday at 9: 30 a.m. We will depart at 10 a.m. (unless 
indicated otherwise) Earlier times for breakfast rides in the hot months. 
Other rides and activities as scheduled. Check the website calendar and Groupworks for bulletin, 
changes, etc. If anything comes up we will also do a “robo call” 
 
The chapter is open to ride and activity ideas. 
Our chapter colors are Royal Blue and Gold 
 

Friends for Fun, Safety & Knowledge 
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Tales From The Road… 

Continued from February newsletter… 

…During this trip I started thinking about our experiences in riding the roads of Fl, particularly the 
interior of the State that many miss as they travel the Interstate Highways that hug both coasts. 
Florida economizes the use of asphalt/concrete on its two lane roads; rarely do the roads have any 
type of shoulder. The side of the pavement literally drops off, usually into loose sand. On the few 
more challenging curves you encounter there is often an enlarged drop off on the inside curve and 
also count on sand being on the asphalt. Another tip is being aware of vultures enjoying a snack of 
road kill. These large birds are not intimidated by a motorcycle and will wait until you are about upon 
them before they decide to vacate the dinner table. Often they are hidden in the tall grass of the ditch 
that seems to be present along every road. When they do make their exit they explode into flight in a 
number of directions. Once riding lead with another friend I had surprised a breakfast clutch hidden in 
tall grass, as they took to flight one was close enough to me that his wing hit my helmet! You will also 
see a wide variety of animal warning signs, from deer to turtles, bears, panthers, gators, sandhill 
cranes, wild hogs and a number of our feathered friends too. 

Usually the insect population isn't bad until twice a year the love bugs are out doing their thing. Then 
at the least a windshield and face shield are a must. Since we ride year round and our FL2-F group 
rides twice weekly we collect love bug remains. Rule is, wash that bike ASAP since the splattered 
remains are unhealthy for your paint. Once Liz and I were traveling north on Rt17 during the season, 
in a freshly wash SUV (what was I thinking) as they splattered across the windshield. We passed two 
bikers who had no windshields, fairing, helmets or face covering beyond sunglasses, riding with their 
left hands trying to cover as much exposed face as possible, a messy and truly dangerous situation 
for them. Another interesting Fl road fact is the use of traffic circles sometimes called a rotary or 
round about. No consistency in names, it seems that whatever town/village wants to name them is 
OK. We found this naming process to be true when on a group ride we encountered a sign warning of 
“Traffic Calming Ahead”. Of course there was interesting chatter on the radio about how relaxed or 
serene members felt after going over a speed bump, or a number of other names we've seen these 
devices called. 

Our experience in riding the southern Fl interior roads has been positive. There is much less traffic, 
some curves (LOL) and you can enjoy the scenery in spite of some of the road issues. You will see 
vast open areas of pasture that remind me of the central plains, groves that in February fill the air with 
the sweetest fragrance of their blossoms, magnificent oaks draped in soft Spanish Moss, and large 
farms growing many of our fruits and vegetables. In the central and northern part of the State are also 
excellent roads, some through the hill country, otherwise known to many of us as the Florida Alps. 
The very best part is the 365 days of riding and if it does rain know that within an hour it will be over 
with and you will be dried shortly. Ride safe and ENJOY! 
Brad Finn - Author 
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Gold Books coming with April's mag  
This year, Gold Book service directories will be delivered with the April magazine. Some are bundled 
in clear plastic alongside your magazine. Others are mailed alone. With the pandemic and paper 
shortages, we have had a difficult time getting this yearly publication to print with our March mag, the 
month it is usually published.  
The Gold Book includes Member names and phone numbers by state and town, along with six codes 
from “A” to “F” and “T” that designate which service or services, such as tools or tent space available, 
you will provide to other Members in distress while traveling. The newest service code “T” stands 
for texting. This code allows other GWRRA Members to know that they can text to your phone 
number.  
Remember also that there is a Gold Book app available to Members. Download it from the Google 
Play Store or iTunes store. You can also access the book online at www.goldbook.gwrra.org.  
Note: Not permitted for republishing in Newspaper.  
 

For Sale: 
 
J&M Part #CBLU-GL1833, Blu-Hub Bluetooth Corder Headset Adapter for 2018-2020 Goldwing Tour 
GL1833. This Adapter allows you to use your helmet headsets and still enjoy all the Bluetooth 
features available on the new Goldwing. This will allow you to listen to your radio, CB, phone and 
navigation available on the bike thru your Corded Headsets. No need to buy new Bluetooth helmet 
headsets when you already have the corded helmet headsets installed into your helmets. Simply plug 
the helmet headset into the J&M cables and you are able to use all the Bluetooth features available 
on the new Goldwing. Asking $300.00, original price was $499.00.  
Contact Dick Shaner 863-444-3791  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.goldbook.gwrra.org/
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Corbin Expanded Capacity Trunk Lid for the 2018-2019 Goldwing in Pearl Hawkseye Blue Color. This 
trunk lid adds about 9 liters of storage capacity along with providing an added inch and a half in 
height to the back support area for the passenger. Once installed the truck lid operates just like the 
original lid using the integrated Honda  keylock and push button open system. This Trunk Lid also 
allows the installation of the Honda luggage rack and interior trunk light  
 I have recently sold my 2018 Goldwing and this truck lid was ordered last fall and has never been 
installed on the bike. Their original cost was $997.00 plus tax and I am asking $800.00 for the trunk 
lid. It is still in the original shipping box.  
If interested please call Dick Shaner at 863-444-3791.  
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GWRRA Directors  
Jere and Sherry Goodman 
 
Florida District Directors  
Bill and Cheryl Smith 
 
Chapter Directors 
Glen and Edee Disbrow (296) 396-0848 
 
Treasurer  
Don Irgens (941) 639-6886 
 
Membership Enhancement  
Dick Shaner (863) 444-3791 
 
Rider Education  
Pete Silford & Lori Gavin (203) 706-0139 
 
Ride Coordinator  
Bob McConkie (989) 313-9346 
 
Assistant Ride Coordinator 
Sandy Williams 603-608-6080 
 
Chapter Skills Enhancement Advisory Coordinator 
Brad Finn (315) 703-9666 
 
Sunshine 
Bev Kindred (603) 369-0055 
 
Webmaster  
Doug Holmes (740)505-1381 
 
Newsletter Editor 
 Chuck Mangus (517) 263-5969  chas.mangus@gmail.com 
 
Couple of the Year 
Bob and Carol McConkie 
 
Person of the Year 
Dave Eckert 

mailto:chas.mangus@gmail.com

